Low growing Majestic Kentucky Bluegrass isn’t affected by low cutting because only a small portion of blade surface is removed with each mowing. Majestic’s short stem and wide leaf to stem angle insure healthier and more uniform green color. Majestic has a very short winter dormancy period and it holds its rich green color well into the winter season. And, Majestic will be one of the first to green up in the spring without producing new upright growth that would require early mowing. You enjoy a bright green turf without having to mow right away! Majestic is highly resistant to leaf spot, stripe smut and other common turf diseases. Because of its early green-up, Majestic is an excellent blend component with other fine Kentucky bluegrasses like baron which may have a somewhat longer dormant period. Majestic Kentucky Bluegrass is ideally suited for golf course fairways and tees, the sod industry, home lawns, athletic fields or anywhere where high quality turf is desired.